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Methodology & Overview
Husch Blackwell’s Public-Private Partnership (P3) team has reviewed documentation from over 30 U.S. P3
project agreements that reached financial close in the trailing 24 months ending December 2020. We have
collected our insights and findings into our fourth-annual Public-Private Partnership Report and augmented
our research with data drawn from multiple sources, both public and proprietary.
Just as the P3 community has embraced hybrid forms of P3 projects, our report has selected a cohort
of projects that span the P3 model, from full-on DBFOMs to hybrid projects employing public-private
partnerships to deliver specific project elements. This expansion in our scope—as well as the burgeoning
pipeline of P3 projects—has resulted in the largest cohort of projects we have covered in one report, which
is perhaps the greatest testament to how successful P3s have become, especially the “vertical” projects that
are expanding P3’s reach beyond the more traditional surface transportation segment.
In the past our reports have included survey data generated by the P3C Conference & Expo; however, due
to COVID-19, this year’s event has been delayed until Autumn 2021, and the survey is still in the field. In lieu
of 2021 survey data, we have included a look back at a few historical trends in the pre-COVID survey data
spanning 2015 to 2019.
This year’s report—themed “Rethink. Restart. Rebuild.”—is especially timely considering the massive
disruption of the coronavirus public health crisis. The P3 community has persevered throughout the
crisis and has demonstrated a tight focus on bringing vital infrastructure projects online. This year’s
report illustrates that commitment, as both the project pipeline and the roster of projects reaching a
financial close saw record levels.
We hope you find our Public-Private Partnership Report edifying and are encouraged by all of the hard work
that the P3 community has logged, despite what was a very difficult year.

Charles Renner

Will Nulton

Editor

Contributing Editor
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2019-2020 P3 Project Cohort*
The following projects reached financial close between January 1, 2019 and December 31, 2020, and all were
included for consideration in our research for this report.

1

UNC Wilmington On-Campus Student Housing
Wilmington, NC

20

University of Texas at Dallas Northside Phase 4
Dallas, TX

2

Kansas City International Airport Terminal
Kansas City, MO

21

Belle Chasse Bridge and Tunnel Replacement
Belle Chasse, LA

22

Miami-Dade County Civil and Probate Courthouse
Miami, FL

23

Gilcrease Expressway West Turnpike
Tulsa, OK

24

University of Iowa Utility System
Iowa City, IA

3

Notre Dame Married and Parenting FamilyFocused Housing
South Bend, IN

4

Travis County Courthouse
Austin, TX

5

Brazos Island Harbor Channel Improvement
Brownsville, TX

6

I-95 Express Lanes Extension
Fredericksburg, VA

7

Port Everglades Regional Logistics Center
Fort Lauderdale, FL

26

New London Harbor Energy Center
New London, CT

8

Newark Liberty International Airport ConRAC
Newark, NJ

27

Bowie State University Mixed-Use Facility
Bowie, MD

9

Illinois Houbolt Road
Joliet, IL

28

Santa Rosa Junior College Student Housing
Santa Rosa, CA

10

Passyunk Plant LNG Expansion
Philadelphia, PA

29

Lincoln South Beltway Highway
Lincoln, NE

11

Upper Collinsville Dam
Canton, CT

30

12

University of Texas at Dallas Northside Phase 3
Dallas, TX

13

14

North Tarrant Express Toll Road Segment
Fort Worth, TX
Atlanta Smart City Strategic Infrastructure
Initiative
Atlanta, GA

25

Stockton University Atlantic City Campus
Redevelopment Phase 2
Atlantic City, NJ

John F. Kennedy Airport Terminal One
Development and Expansion
New York, NY

31

Lincoln Garage and RiverWalk
Biddeford, ME

32

San Marcos Public Services Complex
San Marcos, TX

33

University of Oregon Student Housing
Eugene, OR

15

Trailblazer Broadband
Estes Park, CO

34

Port San Antonio Innovation Center
San Antonio, TX

16

University of South Carolina Campus Village
Columbia, SC

35

Texas A&M Medical Building and Student Housing
College Station, TX

17

Pittsburgh Airport Microgrid
Pittsburgh, PA

36

University of Washington Housing (Project Lakeview)
Seattle, WA

37

Prince Georges County Public Schools

38

University of Idaho On-Campus Utility System
Moscow, ID

18

19

Michigan State University Grand Rapids
Research Center
Grand Rapids, MI
Arizona State University Student Housing

Upper Marlboro, MD

Tempe, AZ

Please use this number key in conjunction with the data on page 5 to view the geographic distribution of these projects.

*
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Introduction
Early in the winter of 2019-2020, it would have been difficult to imagine the circumstances our country and
the world would face throughout the balance of the year.
The coronavirus pandemic created the worst public health crisis the world had seen since the early 20th
century, ushering in an era of quarantines that shuttered businesses, severed social and communal ties, and
led to one of the largest quarterly drops in gross domestic product ever seen.
A year after the irruption of the virus, many of the verities we clung to regarding how the world works have
been challenged and been found wanting. Still, the worst predictions on how the pandemic would impact
the market for public-private partnerships, the larger economy, and society at large failed to materialize.
Many chose to view the pandemic through the same lens used during the global financial meltdown of a
decade ago; however, as 2020 played out, we learned that these two crises are very different.
First, the good news…
Credit markets did not seize up, and while there was plenty of fear to go around, little of it was occasioned
by the extreme levels of risk aversion seen a decade ago in the world of finance. On the contrary, across most
categories of lending and credit, 2020 was a record year. The municipal bond market absorbed record levels
of issuance late in the year, joining select other categories of debt in tallying fresh new highs. This dynamic
proved to be highly favorable to getting more infrastructure projects into the pipeline.
Supporting these debt levels were two key factors: first and largely predictable, an ultra-accommodative
Federal Reserve policy greased the wheels of money creation, prompting lenders and investors to place
capital; second and not at all foreseen, state and local government coffers did not suffer as badly as many
imagined. A January 2021 report from Nuveen, LLC, the Chicago-based money manager, remarked that
“overall municipal credit conditions have held up far better than most forecasts predicted. After 11 consecutive
years of robust growth, municipal government tax receipts declined only about 1% on average in 2020.
Meanwhile, property tax collections increased sharply due to the strong housing market. Defaults have been
lower than expected overall, with a moderate uptick in specific sectors that struggled prior to the pandemic.”
An additional and unexpected piece of good news arrived early in 2021. The American Society of Civil
Engineers’ (ASCE) quadrennial report card on the health of U.S. infrastructure gave the sector a passing
grade for the first time in 20 years.
Now the bad news…
While the ASCE report cites “some incremental progress toward restoring our nation’s infrastructure,” U.S.
infrastructure earned the lowest possible passing grade of C-minus. Additionally, 11 of the 17 infrastructure
categories scored by ASCE received a score of D+ or lower, and only ports and rail received a grade higher
than the C range. The report identified a $2.5 trillion funding gap across all types of infrastructure, with
approximately half of that total coming from surface transportation needs.
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Estimated Funding Gap by Infrastructure Type, 2020-2029*
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Surface Transportation, Water, and Inland Waterways & Marine Ports are composite categories with multiple graded areas.

*

Source: American Society of Civil Engineers, 2021 Report Card for America’s Infrastructure.

Complicating this improving but still worrisome circumstance, COVID-19 has upset the delicate economics
associated with the funding streams critical to many kinds of infrastructure projects. While the fiscal picture
for state and local governments did not collapse in 2020 as some predicted, the pandemic has set in motion
vast societal changes that could negatively impact projects. For instance, how will institutions of higher
education deal with a post-COVID world of increasing distance learning programs and overall declines in
student enrollment? How will this impact capital projects, such as dormitories and campus master planning?
Similarly, how will changing patterns of remote work impact the daily traffic volumes on roadways, especially
toll roads where user revenue is key to servicing project debt?
And finally, while the pandemic did not lead to a rash of fiscal crises for state and local governments,
the underlying pre-COVID weakness of many localities is still there, and in many cases, the condition of
local governments worsened. In December 2020 the National League of Cities reported that on average,
cities’ revenues declined 21 percent since the beginning of the pandemic and additional expenditures have
increased by 17 percent creating a budget gap of $90 billion.
Restart. Rethink. Rebuild.
This good news/bad news circumstance provides the framework for our 2021 Public-Private Partnership
Report, one we have themed “Restart. Rethink. Rebuild.” As we restart the economy that we paused last
year, infrastructure will play an even more critical role in helping cities and states make the most of their
efforts to grow. But the pre-pandemic world is not the one we’re going to have in the future—COVID has
accelerated or introduced new trends in how we work, transact, travel, and consume. These will require a
rethink of how projects are delivered. Finally, much of the task ahead for cities and states lies in replacing
legacy assets, which requires rebuilding the vital infrastructure necessary for growth and prosperity.
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Restart: A Summary of U.S. P3
COVID-19 has only accelerated the trend toward greater use of P3 as a preferred procurement and project
delivery method.
As vaccination programs move forward and the U.S. gradually returns to some state of normalcy, restarting
the discussion around infrastructure will be vital to the recovery. Fortunately, many government leaders
did not wait in thinking about the future during the pandemic. Despite COVID-19, there were a record
number of P3 projects that entered the pipeline in 2020 in the pre-launch phase, both a testament to the
forward-looking mindset of many state and local governments and the appeal of the P3 procurement
model. Year over year, there was a 26 percent increase in new projects entering the pre-launch phase in
2020. Dominating the pre-launch projects was the higher education segment, accounting for 17 of the
40 projects.

2020 Pre-Launch U.S. P3 Projects by Type

7
17

7
9

Higher Education

Social Infrastructure

Rapid Transit/Light

Telecommunication
Source: Inframation

Pre-launch was not the only project phase that experienced an uptick. Overall, there were 84 active P3
projects in the U.S. during 2020, a 320 percent jump from 2018. While the number of projects that reached
a financial close—the main focus of this report—only saw a modest increase, given the headwinds, this
has to be viewed as a positive development. Importantly, despite the vast increase in the total number
of P3 projects, both active and in the planning stages, there was only a slight increase in the number of
projects cancelled or placed on hold.

Total U.S. Greenfield P3 Projects, All Phases
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Status of P3 Projects Active During 2020
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Source: Inframation

Location of 2019-20 P3 Projects Reaching Financial Close
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Project Timelines for Select U.S. P3s

From Pre-Launch/Launch to Financial Close
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Rethink: P3 in Higher Education
Critical infrastructure nearing the end of its life cycle presents a unique challenge, particularly when
replacement costs outstrip available resources. Institutions of higher education are leading the way forward
in rethinking the options, and P3 is playing a major role in the decision-making process.
Modernization of energy infrastructure is capital intensive, and upgrades are necessary during a time
when universities and colleges face mounting fiscal pressures. While elite universities may have substantial
endowment assets, most institutions’ endowments are more modest, with the median endowment value of
a higher-ed institution at $127.8 million. As a result, it’s not surprising that institutional borrowing and the
debt burden of colleges and universities has increased by 36% since 2011.

P3 Projects by Grantor*
U.S. P3 Projects Reaching Financial Close, 2019-2020
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The grantor for Bowie State’s P3 is the Maryland Economic Development Corporation.
We are including the project among the higher education category cohort.

*

Higher Education

Counties

Municipal

Federal Agencies

States

Public School Districts

Ports

While higher-ed P3s previously focused on social accommodations and master planning projects,
administrative leaders have embraced P3s to address energy infrastructure challenges, as evidenced by
the recent increase in the number of campus energy projects.
The P3 financing model offers universities an alternative means of financing energy projects by sharing
risk with and leveraging the resources and expertise of private partners. Specifically, P3 preserves debt
capacity for projects related to the institution’s core mission, takes advantage of a mix of private and
public funding, provides access to private-party technical expertise in innovative energy and technology
solutions, results in rapid deployment of the project, and avoids delays, transfers operation and maintenance
responsibilities over the life-cycle of the project to the private partner.
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Recent Representative Higher Education Energy P3s
University of Iowa | Iowa City, IA
Delivery Model

D B F O M

Agreement Term

50 years

Financial Close

March 10, 2020

Transaction Value

$1,500,000,000

This is Project #24 in our report’s cohort.
Drawing substantial inspiration from the 2017 Ohio State University P3, this project involves the updating,
maintenance and operation of the institution’s energy and water systems. The university will receive $1.165
billion upfront payment for a 50-year concession, financed by a term loan, a private placement of debt, and
equity, including the largest sum of sponsor equity ($570m) of any project in our 2019-20 cohort.
The university will maintain ownership of the system and retain the system’s current employees. The
agreement calls for the grantor to pay a $35m per annum escalating fee, increasing by 1.5% each year
beginning on year six for providing utility services, an operating and maintenance fee, and a variable rate fee
for new projects. O&M costs are estimated at $21.4m in fiscal year 2022 with capital costs of $60.2m. UI is
responsible for fuel costs.

California State University, Fresno | Fresno, CA
Delivery Model

D B F O M

Agreement Term

33 years

Financial Close

February 26, 2021

Transaction Value

$600,000,000

This project to modernize and maintain Fresno State’s energy utility system represents the first energy P3 by
a California institution of higher education. It is also reportedly the first use of Green Bond certification for a
higher education P3, a financing instrument where interest rates are tied to energy use-reduction goals.
The private partner will receive $10.5m per year in availability payments beginning in 2024. The CSU system
will provide $20.4m for the first four years for availability payments, after which Fresno State will assume
full responsibility.

University of Maryland | College Park, MD
Delivery Model

D B F O M

Agreement Term

30 years

Financial Close

Not Closed

Transaction Value

n/a

This is a second-generation P3 project that will replace an existing P3 agreement that commenced in 1999
in connection with the university’s NextGen energy program. The project is currently in the RFP stage after
the grantor announced shortlisted partners in 2020. A presolicitation report issued by the university noted
the reliability and sustainability of the program since inception, but also noted areas for improvement to be
addressed in the new P3 agreement, including proactive capital improvements, incorporating new technologies
more quickly, using performance guarantees in conjunction with specific KPIs to drive performance, and realtime system updates “by accessing the operator’s operating data and metering systems and its computerized
maintenance and management system.”
The university is anticipated to select a preferred proponent by the end of 2021 and to reach financial close by
mid-year 2022.
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Rebuild: Broadband P3 in the U.S.
The coronavirus pandemic has changed—likely forever—the way we work, transact, travel, and consume,
and in this new world, broadband infrastructure has emerged as a need as basic as running water or
electricity.
While the number of broadband subscribers has risen steadily over the past decade, the pandemic caused
a massive migration of approximately 316 million Americans to online platforms in order to work, to learn,
to engage in e-commerce, to seek medical care, to submit job applications and apply for government
benefits and simply to engage in daily social interactions; however, too many Americans struggle to access
broadband services. The pandemic has not only emphasized the importance of engaging a public effort to
bridge the digital divide, but it also presents an opportunity to accelerate the deployment of broadband
infrastructure projects by leveraging the benefits of public-private partnerships.
Despite the appropriations for infrastructure funding by the federal government, the majority of funding
for infrastructure projects is traditionally borne by states, and we anticipate that this dynamic will apply to
broadband as well. Enabling state legislation is a critical procurement tool allowing states to partner with
the private sector. According to the National Conference of State Legislatures, in 2020, legislatures in 34
states enacted legislation and/or adopted resolutions addressing broadband issues, including funding and
deployment of infrastructure.
States have also developed ways to fund and partner with the private sector to achieve broadband
deployment goals. State funding resources used in P3 deals include federal and state grants; upfront
payment from commercialization of resources; tax-exempt revenue bonds; milestone payments and
federal grants for broadband deployment to rural and low-income areas; taxable general obligation bonds;
bonds backed by property taxes; and federal funding related to pandemic relief, such as the CARES Act.

State & Local Government Broadband P3 Toolbox
Leveraging Existing Assets

Revenue & Value Capture

•

Rights of Way (ROW)

•

Lease fiber rings to telecom

•

Highways

•

In-kind compensation of equipment

•

Pole Access

•

ROW valuing

•

Installation of Empty Conduit Segments

•

Leases to private sector

•

Joint trench agreements and pole
attachment agreements with telecoms
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Recent Representative Broadband P3s
I-95-US 70 Broadband Project
Grantor

North Carolina Dept. of Transportation

Agreement Term

n/a

Delivery Model

D B F O M

Transaction Value

n/a

Financial Close

Not Closed

This project will provide broadband services to the state’s rural areas utilizing the existing transportation
infrastructure. The grantor anticipates selecting a preferred proponent in early 2021. There are still a range of
delivery models at play—including a full DBFOM—but early indications are that the public partner will own all
interest in the right of way, broadband infrastructure and new assets added to the right of way. The private
partner will receive right to commercialize the broadband assets. Project planners anticipate using an INFRA
grant to pay up to $ 90m in project capital costs.

West Des Moines FTTH Network
Grantor

City of West Des Moines, Iowa

Agreement Term

n/a

Delivery Model

D B F O M

Transaction Value

$40,000,000

Financial Close

Not Closed

This project seeks to provide a complete system solution to deliver high-speed broadband to residents of West
Des Moines. The city will build, own, and maintain the resulting citywide conduit; Google Fiber will be its first
customer, but other ISPs can install their own fiber as well in the system’s open architecture. The city will use
taxable general obligation bonds to finance the project and charge licensing fees to ISPs.

Inglewood Broadband Network
Grantor

City of Inglewood, California

Delivery Model

D B F O M

Financial Close

Not Closed

Agreement Term

10 years

Transaction Value

n/a

In July 2020, Inglewood, California, issued an RFP for a P3 project to maintain and operate city-owned
broadband assets. The project coincides with a major redevelopment that contains an NFL stadium and the
possible location of the NBA’s Clippers franchise. The city owns about 27 miles of fiber optic cable available for
use through this agreement as well as underground assets and streetlight poles. Inglewood owns approximately
2,400 light poles on main commercial arterials and in three residential areas, the use of which may be directly
granted to carriers through individual or master agreements.
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P3 Legal Issues & Trends
Despite the most carefully laid plans, numerous unforeseen events will likely occur during a P3 agreement—
from refinancing gains to private-side changes in corporate control. The best agreements, therefore, should
be viewed as frameworks for managing change. Below we have highlighted a few of the trending issues
that have occasioned a great deal of discussion among recent P3 participants.
Force Majeure
Regardless of how carefully planned a P3 agreement is, there is always a significant chance that a completely
unforeseen event will occur through no fault of either party. Accordingly, most agreements contain force
majeure provisions to excuse certain contractual obligations when an extraordinary, unavoidable event arises
that is out of the control of the parties. Although force majeure provisions excuse a party from performing
contractual obligations directly impacted by the event, there are some obligations, like those involving
payments, that are typically not excused. For example, the Gilcrease Expressway West Turnpike project
agreement’s force majeure clause does not excuse any party from performing any payment obligation.
Being precise about the specific events covered by force majeure provisions is crucial given the tendency
of courts to interpret these provisions quite narrowly. Many P3 project agreements have included language
within their force majeure provisions that explicitly encompass unforeseeable events related to health crises.
In the Miami-Dade County Civil and Probate Courthouse project agreement, the definition of force majeure
included epidemics, pandemics, quarantine, and severe health alerts issued by a governmental body. Similarly,
the Puerto Rico Maritime Transport Operations and Maintenance Agreement included epidemics, pandemics
(including COVID-19), quarantine restrictions, curfews, lockdowns, stop-work orders, and injunctions issued
by a governmental authority. In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, this language has been highly relevant
when pandemic-related issues significantly impact projects.
Lender Rights
While private parties are well-accustomed to lender rights provisions, public entities unfamiliar with private
financing should pay special attention to such provisions. For any lender, institutional or otherwise, the
primary question in considering whether to finance a project is whether the underlying loan will be repaid
when due. In turn, a fundamental risk facing a P3 project lender is that the private stakeholders rarely
own the underlying asset, meaning private stakeholders cannot offer the underlying asset as collateral. As
consolation for this, lenders often reserve robust step-in rights or the right to cure a borrower default.
A unique attribute of P3 project financing is that private stakeholders are often prohibited from granting
security interests that extend to or affect the interest of the public stakeholder in the underlying asset. This
makes sense in the broad scheme—part of the attraction of P3s as a delivery model is the shifting of risk
away from public stakeholders onto private stakeholders. Notwithstanding, most P3 agreements include
provisions that grant lenders either the right to step in or the right to cure a borrower default. Curative
provisions are commonly threaded throughout the main concessionaire agreement; however, a trend is
emerging where lender rights are spelled out at length in a separate “Lenders’ Remedies Agreement.” This
treatment is likely a response to both the increasing use of P3 as a delivery model and the need for more
detailed protections as P3 projects increase in size, scope, and cost.
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Public Use Requirement
Public Use or Public Benefit Requirements were born out of two concerns. The first is public perception
that P3s result in private profits at the public’s expense coupled with a perceived lack of accountability and
transparency. The second is tax concerns, specifically preserving bonds’ tax-exempt status.
To address public concern, state legislatures have enacted legislation mandating that a public benefit
exist throughout the life of the project. To do this, many states have required agencies or committees to
produce, and make publicly available, a statement of risks, liabilities, and responsibilities to be assigned
to the private stakeholder, a statement explaining that rationale of pursuing a P3 rather than traditional
procurement, and a description of how public interest will be maintained throughout the life of the project.
These disclosures generally take the form of a presolicitation report.
To avoid compromising certain bonds’ tax-exempt status, agreements often require strict compliance with
bond requirements and state and federal tax law. For example, in the Port Everglades Logistics Center
project, the agreement included a provision addressing a “Public Use Requirement” written into a taxexempt bond obtained for financing Improvement. Not only did the private stakeholder covenant that
the property would not be used in any way that would constitute a violation of the bond, the private
stakeholder also covenanted to make the property available on a regular basis to the public—at no point
could the property be exclusively reserved for private use.
Diversity
While there has been a trend in government contracts to promote diversity in procurement for some time,
the events of the last year have only increased public commitment to such policies. It is no surprise that
P3 agreements require private partners, general contractors, and their subcontractors to comply with
federal and local equal opportunity and nondiscrimination laws; however, many P3 agreements go much
further—not only prohibiting employment discrimination, but taking affirmative steps to require additional
compliance. A Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) or Small Contractor Set Aside (SCSA) provision
makes clear the parties’ intentions to create a level playing field on which vendors can compete fairly for
contracts and subcontracts relating to a project’s construction, procurement, operations and management.
Pursuant to 49 CFR 26, U.S. Department of Transportation-assisted contracts are required to adopt and
implement non-discrimination policies. Often, compliance is achieved with a DBE or SCSA clause.
Traditionally, a DBE or SCSA clause commits both the public and private stakeholders to make “good faith
efforts” to ensure disadvantaged businesses or small contractors have a legitimate opportunity to compete
for contracts. Notably, the JFK Airport and Gilcrease Expressway West Turnpike projects established a
participation goal rather than just committing to making good-faith efforts. The JFK Airport’s participation
goal was 17%, whereas the Gilcrease Expressway West Turnpike’s was 10%. Broward County required that
affirmative steps be taken by the lessee of the Port Everglades Logistics Center to ensure that disabled
individuals are not discriminated against, not only in the hiring process, but also when considered for
promotions, demotions, transfers, training, and other various employment-related activities. As social
consciousness continues to play a role in procurement, provisions establishing a participation goal are
likely to become standard.
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P3C Survey: A Look Back
For the past six years, Husch Blackwell has surveyed the registrants for the P3C Conference & Expo on
trends and issues affecting the industry. This year’s event has been delayed until Autumn 2021. Final survey
responses will be presented later in the year.
Below, we have charted the evolution in perceptions over the five years prior to the pandemic—
including responses from hundreds of registrants—on two key topics: the types of projects in the P3
pipeline and the barriers to engaging in P3 projects.

Please indicate the types of P3 projects your organization could pursue over the next three years.
2015

2019

31%
42%

Energy

42%

Government Facilities

26%

Social

20%

Public

60%

26%

Water

80%

100%

82%
65%

43%

76%

46%

Transportation

45%
40%

46%

Social

48%

18%

52%

Public Facilities

42%
50%

Transportation

13%

Government Facilities

65%
58%
62%

Public Facilities

Water

Energy

13%
20%

69%
67%

40%

60%

80%

Private

Please rate the most compelling reasons for your organization to NOT pursue doing potential
P3 projects.
Public Opposition

2015

WEAK REASON

GOOD REASON

STRONG REASON

2015

2019

2019

100%

100%

100%

75%

75%

75%

50%

50%

50%

25%

25%

25%

Public Private

Public Private

Public Private

Public Private
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2015

2019

Public Private

Public Private

100%
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Lack of Project / Operational Control

2015

WEAK REASON

GOOD REASON

STRONG REASON

2015

2019

2019

100%

100%

100%

75%

75%

75%

50%

50%

50%

25%

25%

25%

Public Private

Public Private

Public Private

Public Private

2015

2019

Public Private

Public Private

Qualities of Partners

2015

WEAK REASON

GOOD REASON

STRONG REASON

2015

2019

2019

100%

100%

100%

75%

75%

75%

50%

50%

50%

25%

25%

25%

Public Private

Public Private

Public Private

Public Private

2015

2019

Public Private

Public Private

Lack of P3 Understanding

2015

WEAK REASON

GOOD REASON

STRONG REASON

2015

2019

2019

100%

100%

100%

75%

75%

75%

50%

50%

50%

25%

25%

25%

Public Private

Public Private

Public Private

Public Private

2015

2019

Public Private

Public Private

Limited Financial Upside

2015

WEAK REASON

GOOD REASON

STRONG REASON

2015

2019

2019

100%

100%

100%

75%

75%

75%

50%

50%

50%

25%

25%

25%

Public Private

Public Private

Public Private

Public Private

2015

2019

Public Private

Public Private
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The Varieties of P3
For some industry observers, the finance element is the key defining feature of a P3. Without private debt
or equity financing, they argue, there is no P3. Taking that bright-line approach does provide apples-toapples data sets for analysis; however, viewing P3 in this narrow way misses bigger-picture concepts that
are important to delivering projects.

Project Delivery Models Along a Continuum of Private Sector Involvement

INCREASING PRIVATE ROLE

TRADITIONAL
APPROACH
(NON-PPP)
Design-Bid-Build
(DBB)

FULL
PRIVATIZATION
(NON-PPP)

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP (PPP)

Design-Build
(DB)

Operations &
maintenance
(O&M) contract

Design-BuildOperate-Maintain
(DBOM)

Design-BuildFinance
(DBF)

Other
private
financing

Design-BuildFinanceOperate-Maintain
(DBFOM)

Design-BuildFinanceOperate (DBFO)

Long-term lease
concession

Build-TransferOperate (BTO)

Lease-BuildOperate (LBO)

Build-(Own)Operate-Transfer
(BOT or BOOT)

Build-OwnOperate (BOO)

Private sector
owns and
operates

Asset
sale

Buy-BuildOperate (BBO)

Source: National Conference of State Legislatures

In reality, there are exigencies in the procurement process for large infrastructure projects that are hard
to capture in a spreadsheet. Some processes begin as P3s and remain as such throughout the timeline;
others might end as more traditional design-build procurements; and still others begin as P3s, shift to
other models, and then return to P3 due to a variety of circumstances. The lesson is that procurement is
a far more fluid process than our models sometimes allow for, and as an approach, P3 is far more robust
than simply a financing mechanism, as demonstrated in the graphic above.
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The National Council for Public-Private Partnership’s
7 Keys to Successful P3s
Public Sector Champion
Recognized public figures should serve as spokespersons and advocates for the project and the use of
a P3. Well-informed champions can play a critical role in minimizing misperceptions about the value to
the public of an effectively developed P3 project.
Statutory Environment
There should be a statutory foundation for the implementation of each partnership. Transparency and
a competitive proposal process should be delineated in this statute. However, unsolicited proposals
can be a catalyst for initiating creative, innovative approaches to addressing specific public sector
needs.
Public Sector’s Organized Structure
The public sector should have a dedicated team that initiates, manages and oversees P3 projects or
programs. This unit should be involved from conceptualization to negotiation, through final monitoring
of the partnership’s execution. This unit should develop RFPs that include performance goals, not design
specifications. Consideration of proposals should be based on best value, not lowest prices. Thorough,
inclusive value for money calculations provide a powerful tool for evaluating overall economic value.
Detailed Contract (Business Plan)
A P3 is a contractual relationship between the public and private sectors for the execution of a project
or service. This contract should include a detailed description of the responsibilities, risks and benefits
for both the public and private partners. Such an agreement will increase the partnership’s chances
for success. Realizing that all contingencies cannot be foreseen, a good contract will include a clearly
defined method of dispute resolution.
Clearly Defined Revenue Stream
While the private partner may provide a portion or all of the funding for capital improvements, there
must be an identifiable revenue stream sufficient to retire this investment and provide an acceptable
rate of return over the term of the partnership. The income stream can be generated by a variety and
combination of sources (e.g., fees, tolls, availability payments, shadow tolls, tax increment financing,
commercial use of underutilized assets or a wide range of additional options), but must be reasonably
assured for the length of the partnership’s investment period.
Stakeholder Support
More people will be affected by a partnership than the public officials and the private sector partner.
Affected employees, the portions of the public receiving the service, the press, appropriate labor unions
and relevant interest groups will have opinions and may have misconceptions about a partnership and
its value to all the public. It is important to communicate openly and candidly with these stakeholders
to minimize potential resistance to establishing a partnership.
Pick Your Partner Carefully
Obtaining the “best value” (not always lowest price) is critical to maintaining the long-term relationship
that is central to a successful partnership. A candidate’s experience in the specific type of partnership
that is being considered is an important factor in identifying the right partner.

Source: National Council for Public-Private Partnerships
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About Husch Blackwell’s P3 Team
Husch Blackwell knows the P3 industry inside and out. We help private businesses and public agencies
form partnerships and share the resources, risks and rewards of P3 projects. We guide clients through
the negotiations, coordination and closings of contracts involving design-build, finance, operations,
maintenance and transfer covenants. Our team has extensive experience and deep understanding of how
to manage the legal, political and commercial complexities of P3s. Our representative projects include:
Higher ed facilities

Courthouses

Professional sports facilities

Broadband

Airport renovation/expansion

Energy districts

Water/wastewater facilities

Transit-based mixed-use development

Recent Work Highlights
Counsel to Garney
Construction, Developer
and Eventual Controlling
Shareholder
San Antonio Water System
(SAWS) Vista Ridge Water
Supply Project – $3.4 billion
• Best Utilities Project, 2017 P3
Awards

Counsel to Edgemoor
Infrastructure & Real Estate,
Developer

Counsel to Confluence
Companies, Developer
Colorado School of Mines

University of Kansas Central
District – $350 million
• Finalist, Best Social
Infrastructure Project,
2016 P3 Awards

• Water Deal of the Year, 2017
Global Water Intelligence
• North American Deal
of the Year, 2016 Project
Finance International
• North America Water Deal
of the Year, 2016 IJGlobal
Awards
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• 320+ bed housing facility with
structured parking, retail and
residential life programming
space
• Lease/lease-back structure
with ownership reverting to
the university at end of term

Innovative
collaborations.
750+
attorneys

23

offices across the U.S.

1

goal

SMART LEGAL SOLUTIONS

huschblackwell.com
Arizona | California | Colorado | Illinois | Missouri | Nebraska | Tennessee | Texas | Utah | Washington, DC | Wisconsin

Husch Blackwell leads our clients from
where they are to where they want to
be. From 23 offices across the U.S.,
we deliver legal insights and business
leadership that helps our clients identify
smart solutions, advance their goals
and move forward.

huschblackwell.com
Cover Photo – Vista Ridge Water Supply Project, San Antonio, Texas | Credit: Garney Construction

